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Review

Dielectrophoretic separation of bioparticles
in microdevices: A review
In recent years, dielectrophoretic force has been used to manipulate colloids, inert particles,
and biological microparticles, such as red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets, cancer
cells, bacteria, yeast, microorganisms, proteins, DNA, etc. This specific electrokinetic technique has been used for trapping, sorting, focusing, filtration, patterning, assembly, and
separating biological entities/particles suspended in a buffer medium. Dielectrophoretic
forces acting on particles depend on various parameters, for example, charge of the particle, geometry of the device, dielectric constant of the medium and particle, and physiology
of the particle. Therefore, to design an effective micro-/nanofluidic separation platform,
it is necessary to understand the role of the aforementioned parameters on particle motion. In this paper, we review studies particularly related to dielectrophoretic separation
in microfluidic devices. Both experimental and theoretical works by several researchers
are highlighted in this article covering AC and DC DEP. In addition, AC/DC DEP, which
uses a combination of low frequency AC and DC voltage to manipulate bioparticles, has
been discussed briefly. Contactless DEP, a variation of DC DEP in which electrodes do
not come in contact with particles, has also been reviewed. Moreover, dielectrophoretic
force-based field flow fractionations are featured to demonstrate the bioparticle separation
in microfluidic device. In numerical front, a comprehensive review is provided starting
from the most simplified effective moment Stokes-drag (EMSD) method to the most advanced interface resolved method. Unlike EMSD method, recently developed advanced
numerical methods consider the size and shape of the particle in the electric and flow
field calculations, and these methods provide much more accurate results than the EMSD
method for microparticles.
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1 Introduction
Manipulation of biological particles (DNA, virus, bacteria,
cell, multicellular organisms, etc.) is highly important in various biomedical and biotechnological applications [1–4]. Recently, tremendous amount of research has been done to
design micro-/nanofluidic platforms [5] to manipulate biological particles (whose size ranging from 10 nm to 100 m)
using electrokinetic (EK) forces [6,7]. The micro-/nanofluidic
platform offers many advantages over the conventional devices: very small sample requirement, low power consumpCorrespondence: Professor Prashanta Dutta, School of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164, USA
E-mail: prashanta@wsu.edu

Abbreviations: ALE, arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian; cDEP,
contactless DEP; CTC, circulating tumor cell; DEP-FFF, DEP
field flow fractionation; EK, electrokinetic; EMSD, effective moment Stokes-drag; EO, electroosmotic; EP, electrophoretic; iDEP, insulator-based DEP; MST, Maxwell stress
tensor; nDEP, negative DEP; PBMN, peripheral blood
mononuclear cell; pDEP, positive DEP; RBC, red blood cell
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tion, short reaction time, low cost, versatility in design, portability, improved reproducibility, and potential for parallel
operation and integration with other miniaturized devices [8].
EK-based manipulation also offers added advantages, such
as label-free manipulation, over the other emerging micro/nanofluidic-based manipulation methods [9].
Generally, the EK motion of the particles refers to the
migration of electrically charged or uncharged particles in a
liquid medium or suspension in the presence of an applied
electric field [10]. This applied electric field introduces electrophoresis and DEP on the particles. Electrophoresis creates
the motion of charged particles under the action of a uniform or nonuniform electric field, whereas, DEP refers to the
motion of polarized (uncharged) particles in only nonuniform electric field. Although both electrophoresis and DEP
are very important in particle manipulation and separation,
we will focus on recent progresses in DEP for bioparticle
separation in microdevices.
Based on the applied electric field, DEP can be broadly
divided into AC (AC DEP, classical DEP), DC (DC DEP,
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Figure 1. Schematic of particle polarization in (A) a uniform electric field and (B) a nonuniform electric field.
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insulator-based DEP (iDEP), DC-iDEP), combined AC/DC
(AC-iDEP), and traveling wave DEP (twDEP). Generally, in
an AC DEP, an array of metal electrodes are embedded inside a microdevice to generate a spatially nonuniform electric
field [11, 12]. This technique can separate particles by changing the medium property and frequency of the applied electric
field. Additionally, it can eliminate any electrophoretic (EP)
and electroosmotic (EO) effect [13]. However, external pumping, usually a pressure driven flow, is required to transport
the particle through the device, which complicates the device
operation; and the separation efficiency is very sensitive to
particle locations as the dielectrophoretic force decays exponentially away from the electrode surfaces [14]. In DC DEP,
the spatially nonuniform electric field is generally created by
specially designed insulators, that is, electrically nonconducting obstructions or hurdles in a microdevice, while remotely
positioning electrodes at the ends of the channels in the microdevice [11]. The DC electric field also causes EOF in the system, which eliminates the need for external pumping. The advantages of using such insulating obstacles to create nonuniformities in the channel include (i) less fouling of electrodes,
(ii) simpler device fabrication process, (iii) minimal or no bubbles inside separation channels due to electrolysis, and (iv)
continuous flow microdevice [15]. However, compared with
the AC dielectrophoretic technique, this microdevice requires
relatively larger electric potentials to generate equivalent electric effects and requires relatively high conductive medium
for separation of biological particles, making it potentially vulnerable to the confounding effects of Joule heating and electrothermal flow [16]. These confounding phenomena have
adverse effect on the integrity of biological particles and their
separation.
The combined AC/DC DEP takes advantages of both AC
and DC effect, in which, DC DEP is used to transport the
particle by using the EK effects, for example, electroosmosis,
and AC DEP is used to separate the particles. On the other
hand, in the traveling-wave DEP both transport and separation of particles are performed with the AC electric field only.
Here, along with spatial nonuniformity of the magnitude of
the electric field, spatial nonuniformity of the phase of the
electric field is created by sequentially phase-shifted AC voltages [17–19]. The phase nonuniformity is used to transport
the particle and the nonuniformity in magnitude of the field
is used to separate the particles.
The mechanism of DEP can be explained in terms of
charge distribution at the interface between the suspended
particle and the fluid media. A neutral particle polarizes under the application of an electric field. Due to the polarization,
the positive and negative charges are accumulated on the opposite sides of the particle. In a uniform electric field, these accumulated charges experience equal and opposite Columbic
forces that cancel each other as shown in Fig. 1A. As there is
no net force, the particle remains stationary. However, in a
spatially nonuniform electric field, these electrostatic forces
on the accumulated charges are not equal and hence the particle experiences a net force as shown in Fig. 1B. This net
force drives the particle toward higher or lower electric field
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Figure 2. DEP of a particle in a nonuniform electric field created
by the electrodes of different lengths. A high electric field region
is created close to the bottom electrode and a low electric field
is formed close to the upper electrode. (A) Particle is more polarizable than the medium and it experiences net force toward the
higher electric field (Ehigh ) region. This process is known as pDEP.
(B) Particle is less polarizable than the medium, and the net force
on the particle acts toward the lower electric field (Elow ) region.
This type of particle motion is known as nDEP.

region depending on the properties of the particle and fluid
media.
In DEP, the direction of motion of a particle depends on
the polarization properties of the particle and the surrounding medium [21]. For example, if a particle is more polarizable
than the medium, the net force experienced by the particle
acts toward the higher electric field. This process is called
positive DEP (pDEP; Fig. 2A). On the other hand, when the
particle is less polarizable than the medium, the net force
works toward the lower electric field; thus, pushing the particle toward low field minima and this process is known as
negative DEP (nDEP; Fig. 2B).
Based on the difference in polarization properties, particles can be separated by either positive or negative or using both types of DEP. Trajectories of particle motion are
very important for designing dielectrophoretic based particle separation devices. For example, in some microdevices,
particles are separated from a mixture by levitating them at
different heights by dielectrophoretic forces [22, 23]. Efficient
positioning of outlets for different particles depends on the
accurate prediction of particles’ levitation height.
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Generally simplified calculations, such as the pointdipole [21, 24] or multipoles [25, 26], are used to predict dielectrophoretic forces acting on a particle. However, when
the size of the particle is comparable to the device size and
particle is at close proximity to electrode or another particle,
the point dipole approximation is not accurate [27], whereas,
multipole approximation is mainly developed for spherical
particles, and so far it has been extended to some nonspherical particles in uniform applied electric field only [28, 29].
Biological particles are not spherical, for example, human
red blood cells (RBCs) are essentially oblate spheroids with
indented sides, while viruses and bacteria often have elongated cigar shapes. Also, in many cases, the microdevices
and cell dimensions are comparable in size, and a nonuniform electric field is generally applied in these devices. In
such situation, an alternative approach to determine dielectrophoretic force, the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) method,
is used [30]. This method accounts for the size and shape of
the particle in the electric field calculation, and is applicable
for any shape and size of particles.
The motion of the particle due to dielectrophoretic force
is also affected by the hydrodynamic drag from the surrounding fluid flow. Due to low Reynolds number in such flows,
the particle motion is evaluated using Stokes-drag force calculation. The expression for Stokes-drag force is available for
limited regular-shaped bodies (e.g., sphere, ellipsoids, and
cylinder) [31]. Moreover, the Stokes-drag based calculation
does not consider the particle orientation. Thus, simulation
of Stokes or Navier–Stokes equation is needed to obtain the
fluid flow considering the presence of particles. This review
covers DEP phenomenon with and without hydrodynamic
flow. Both theoretical and experimental works are featured in
this manuscript. In the theoretical section, mathematical and
numerical models as well as a few key numerical methods are
highlighted. The experimental section is subdivided based on
the mode of applied electric and flow field.
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media (Fig. 2). This charge accumulation creates an induced
electric dipole, by creating a net positive charge on one side
and a net negative charge on the other due to the variation of
dielectric properties of the particle and the medium. Thus, the
nonuniform external electric field creates a net force, known
as dielectrophoretic force, at the interface. Under the action
of DEP, particles induce a flow in a stationary suspending
media and modify the adjacent flow field in a moving media.
Hence, DEP creates complex interactions among the electric
field, particle positions and orientations, and hydrodynamic
forces [33].
2.1.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions
The applied electric potential in a dielectrophoretic separation
device can be AC, DC, or both AC/DC. Here, we present the
governing equations for the AC electric conditions and the
governing equations for DC can be modified by neglecting
the frequency term from the AC governing equations. Based
on the typical applied AC electric potential and interaction
between electric field and hydrodynamics, DEP can be described as a combination of a quasi-electrostatic problem, a
transient fluid flow and a transient particle flow problem [27].
To present a general mathematical model, we consider a
particle suspended in a domain (Fig. 3) filled with an incompressible Newtonian viscous fluid. The particle domain
is represented by ⍀p with the surface enclosed by ⌫ p . The
computational domain ⍀ is enclosed by the boundary ⍀.
Although the model is valid for any number of suspended
particles, for simplicity we show only one particle.
The governing equation for the applied AC electric potential can be derived from Maxwell’s equation as [34]:
˜ = 0 in ⍀f , and
∇ · (ε̃f ∇ )

(1a)

˜ = 0 in ⍀p ,
∇ · (ε̃p ∇ )

(1b)

2 Theoretical
2.1 Mathematical models
In dielectrophoretic based separation devices, the particles
move due to an applied electric field and applied/induced
flow field. In addition to the dielectrophoretic forces, applied
electric field may create other forces including EO, EP, induced EO, electrothermal, etc. [32]. However, in this review,
attention has been placed on dielectrophoretic based force
calculation as this is the most important one in bioparticle
separation.
The physics of DEP can be attributed to the interaction
between a nonuniform electric field and polarizable particles/entities suspended in a fluid media. The distinct feature of this phenomenon is that it is equally applicable to
charged and neutral particles. In presence of an electric field,
accumulation of induced charge, also known as polarization,
appears at the interface between particles and suspending

C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 3. A typical computational domain, ⍀, to present a mathematical model for dielectrophoretic phenomena with an embedded particle. Particle boundary is denoted with ⌫p , while computational domain boundaries are denoted with ⍀. A pole electrode
is placed at the top surface, while a plate electrode on the bottom
surface.
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where subscripts p is for the particles, f is for the fluid media.
The complex potential ˜ is given as ˜ = (
x)e jt , and the
complex permittivity of particle and fluid domains, ε̃p and

ε̃f , are given as ε̃p = εp − j p and ε̃f = εf − j f , respectively.
Here ε is the permittivity,  is electrical conductivity,  is
angular frequency, and t is the time. The angular frequency 
is related to frequency f as  = 2f. In a low-frequency regime,
electrical conductivity plays a dominant role, while in a highfrequency regime, permittivity dominates. For the system
shown in Fig. 3, the boundary conditions are as follows:
˜ = (
x)

on an electrode surface,

n · (∇ ˜) = 0

on an insulating surface,

(2a)
(2b)

where n is the surface normal vector. The continuity of the
electric potential and the normal component of the electric
flux density are imposed as interface conditions at the particle
boundary (⌫ p ):
˜p = ˜f ,
ε̃p

(3a)

∂ ˜p
∂ ˜f
= ε̃f
.
∂ n
∂ n

(3b)

The electric field E˜ in the system can be calculated as:
E˜ = −∇ ˜

in ⍀.

(4)

This electric field will create dielectrophoretic force on
the particle, FDEP . The derivation of the dielectrophoretic force
has been presented in the Section 2.1.2.
The transient viscous fluid flow is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations and continuity equation
as [35]:


∂ u
+ (u · ∇ ) u = −∇ P + ⌬ u + fB in ⍀f ,
(5)

∂t
∇ · u = 0 in ⍀f ,

(6)

where  is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, P is the
pressure,  is the fluid viscosity, and fB is the body force (per
unit volume) working on the fluid.
The motion of the particle (⍀p ) on the fluid flow has been
considered through the velocity and stress boundary conditions at the particle boundary (⌫ p ). For the system shown in
Fig. 3, the boundary conditions are as follows:
u = up

on ⌫ p ,

⌸ f · n = ⌸ p · n

(7)
on ⌫ p ,

(8)

where ⌸ f and ⌸ p are the fluid and particle stress tensor,
respectively. The fluid stress tensor is related with pressure
and velocity as ⌸ f = −∇ P + ⌬ u.
The transient particle motion is controlled by the applied
electric field and applied/induced fluid flow field. The transient particle motion, that is, trajectory of a particle, can be
expressed by Newton’s second law of motion as:
p

d up
= ∇ · ⌸ p + fDEP
dt

in ⍀p ,
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(9)

where fDEP is the dielectrophoretic force on unit volume due
to applied electric field. ∇ · ⌸ p is the divergence of solid stress
tensor, which is zero for rigid particle, and nonzero for deformable particle. Note that, in Eq. (9), the d/dt represents
material derivative. The effect of fluid flow on the particle
is generally considered through the similar boundary conditions as presented in Eqs. (7) and (8).

2.1.2 DEP Force
2.1.2.1 Generalized model
Generalized model uses the MST in deriving the dielectrophoretic force [36,37]. The total dielectrophoretic force can
be expressed as boundary integration of MST over the particle
boundary as [34]:

(10)
FDEP = (TM · n) d⌫,
where TM is the MST that is related to the applied electric
field and fluid permittivity as [34]:


1  ˜ ˜  
E·E I ,
TM = ε̃f E˜ E˜ −
(11)
2
where I is the identity tensor. For applied AC electric field, to
use the complex electric potential notation, the electric field
can be written as [25]:

1  ˜
E + E˜ ∗ ,
E = Re( E0 e jt ) =
2

(12)

where E˜ ∗ is complex conjugate of E˜ . In this complex variables
formulation, the MST can be rewritten as [25]:
TM =


 1
1
Re(ε˜f ) ( E˜ E˜ ∗ + E˜ ∗ E˜ ) − | E˜ |2 I + Re(ε˜f )
4
4


1
× ( E˜ E˜ + E˜ ∗ E˜ ∗ ) − ( E˜ E˜ + E˜ ∗ E˜ ∗ )I .
2

(13)

The second part of Eq. (13) is the instantaneous component that goes to zero under time averaging, and the time
average MST can be expressed as:
TM  =

1
T



T

0

TM dt =


Re(ε˜f )  ˜ ˜ ∗
E E + E˜ ∗ E˜ − | E˜ |2 I , (14)
4

.
where the period of the electric field T = 2

Therefore, in complex variables formulation, the dielectrophoretic force can be expressed as [25]:

FDEP = TM  · nd⌫
 
=


Re(ε˜f ) ˜ ˜ ∗
( E E + E˜ ∗ E˜ − | E˜ |2 I) · nd⌫.
4

(15)

For DC electric field, there is no applied frequency term,
that is, frequency is zero, and electric field remains constant
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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over the time. Therefore, using Eq. (10), the total DEP force
for DC electric field can be presented as:

 
1
εf ( E E − ( E · E )I) · nd⌫.
FDEP =
(16)
2
This method is regarded as the most accurate approach
for derivation of dielectrophoretic force [21,25,38] and can be
applied for any geometry of the particles, and for any configuration of electrodes. This method has been used to calculate
DEP forces acting on bioparticles for manipulation and characterization of devices [39, 40]. However, this method is very
computationally expensive as it requires detail calculation of
complex electric field.

2.1.2.2 Simplified model
Simplified model, widely known as effective moment
method, is based on point particle approximation while solving the electric field in the domain [21]. Here, in deriving
dielectrophoretic force, the existence of particle is replaced
by equivalent multipoles, including dipole, quadrupole, octupole, etc. The equivalent multipoles are chosen in such a
way that it can provide the induced electric field caused by the
polarized particle.
For submicron particles, the particle size is much smaller
than the dimension of the electrodes, that is, the length scale
of imposed electric field nonuniformity is large compared to
the particle dimensions. Therefore, the electric field around
the particle can be considered approximately uniform. The
uniform electric field causes uniform polarization around
the particle and polarized particle can be considered as an
accumulation of positive and negative point charge or dipole.
Thus, in this method, a particle is replaced by appropriate
dipole that the can create the same potential distribution
around the particle as the induced potential created by the
original polarized particle, that is, induced dipole moment p
(Fig. 4) [41].
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For point dipole method, the dielectrophoretic force calculation method is same for the applied AC and DC electric
potential. Here, we derive the dielectrophoretic force equation for an applied DC electric potential case. The dipole, in
Fig. 4C, consists of equal and opposite charges +q and −q,
 If the applied electric field
and the distance between them is d.
is nonuniform, then the two charges, +q and −q, will experi and
ence different values of electric field, E (
x) and E (
x + d),
different values of force. Thus, the net force experienced by
a particle, represented by the point dipole, can be expressed
as [21],
 − q E (
x + d)
x)
FDEP = q E (

(17)

where x is the position vector of +q.
Assuming that d is small compared to the characteristic
 can be
dimension of electric field nonuniformity, E (
x + d)
expanded using Taylor series as:
x)
d2 · ∇ 2 E (
 = E (
E (
x + d)
x) + d · ∇ E (
x) +
2!
+········· +

dn · ∇ n E (
x)
.
n!

(18)

Using Eqs. (17) and (18), the dielectric force can be expressed as [21]:
x)
d2 · ∇ 2 E (
FDEP = q d · ∇ E (
x) + q
2!
+········· + q

x)
dn · ∇ n E (
.
n!

(19)

Neglecting the higher order terms and defining p as
 the dielecthe effective dipole moment, that is, p = q d,
trophoretic force can be expressed as [21]:
x).
FDEP = p · ∇ E (

(20)

The effective dipole moment is determined by solving the
appropriate boundary value problem and then comparing the
induced (dipole) term of the electrostatic potential solution
of Eq. (1) without any particle. The compared results are
available in the literature for several ideal-shaped geometries,
including spheres [21, 34, 42].
For a spherical particle the effective dipole moment can
be expressed as [21, 24]:


εp − εf
E ,
(21)
p = 4εf R3
εp + 2εf
where R is the radius of spherical particle. Therefore, the
dielectrophoretic force on spherical particle using effective
dipole moment can be given as [21, 26]:


(22)
FDEP = 2εf R3 f CM ∇ E · E ,

Figure 4. (A) The induced potential generated outside a particle,
 (B) the particle is replaced by
polarized by an imposed field E,
point dipole. The electric potential distribution associated with a
point dipole is identical to that produced by the actual polarized
particle [41], (C) The two point charges of the dipole experience
electric field of different magnitudes due to the application of
nonuniform electric field.
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where f CM is the Clausius–Mossotti factor, which is defined
ε −ε
as f CM = εpp+2εf . Clausius–Mossotti factor is used to qualitaf
tively define the positive and nDEP. If Re[fCM ] ⬎ 0, the particle is pushed toward the regions of strong electric field and
such a motion is termed as pDEP response. Alternatively, if
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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late the dielectrophoretic force for other shaped particles.
Jones has introduced an expression for calculating the dielectrophoretic force acting on ellipsoidal particles using point
dipole method which is given as [21]:
⎛
⎞
ε˜p − ε˜f
 ⎠ ∇ E 2 ,
FDEP = 2εf a1 a2 a3 ⎝ 
(25)
3 ε˜f + ε˜p − ε˜f L
Figure 5. Schematic representation of a heterogeneous cell structure simplified as an equivalent simple homogenous spherical
particle. This figure has been adapted from [49].

Re[fCM ] ⬍ 0, the particle is repelled from the regions of strong
electric field and exhibits an nDEP response [43, 44].
For applied AC potential, the time averaged dielectrophoretic force can be expressed as [45]:


(23)
 FDEP  = εf R3 Re f˜CM ∇ E0 · E0 ,
where E0 is related with E˜ as E˜ = Re( E0 e jt ).
Estimation of dielectrophoretic force acting on biological
cells is much more challenging. Because of their complex
and heterogeneous structure, they cannot be considered as a
simple sphere. Based on the complexity of the cell, it is represented as single-shell [46,47] or multishell particle [48]. For
example, an erythrocyte can be presented by the single-shell
model [46]. In this model, the cell cytoplasm is considered
as conducting homogeneous sphere covered with a thin shell
(cell membrane) [49]. On the other hand, a lymphocyte can
be presented by a multishell model. Lymphocyte has nucleus
suspended inside the cell. In this case, the spherical nucleus
(surrounded by a thin nuclear envelope) is represented with a
thin shell sphere, and the cytoplasm and cell membrane can
be represented by another thin shell sphere. Therefore, the
whole cell can be represented as a double-shell sphere [49].
To estimate the dielectrophoretic force on this singleshell or multishell particle using Eqs. (22) and (23), the effective permittivity of these model particles needs to be calculated. Effective permittivity is calculated by substituting the
single shell or multishell model with a simple sphere such
that it will not alter the electric field distribution in the surrounding medium. Figure 5 shows a schematic for evaluating
the effective values for the relative complex permittivity of a
heterogeneous cell structure with a single-shell model [50].
For a single-shell model of a cell, the effective complex
permittivity is given by:
⎡
3
⎤

ε˜cyt − ε˜mem
R
+
2
⎢ R−d
ε˜cyt + 2ε˜mem ⎥
mem
⎢
⎥
(24)
ε˜p = ε˜mem ⎢ 
3 
 ⎥,
⎣
⎦
ε˜cyt − ε˜mem
R
−
R − dmem
ε˜cyt + 2ε˜mem
where d is the thickness of the membrane, subscripts cyt and
mem represents the cytoplasm and membrane of the cell,
respectively.
Many biological particles are not spherical in shape.
Thus, it is important to have a simplified model to calcu
C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

where a1 is the major axis, and a2 and a3 are minor axes. The
components of depolarization factor L , along the major and
minor axes, are related with particle shape as:

1
a1 a2 a3 ∞

dl ,
(26)
Li =
2
2
2
0
(l + ai ) (l + a1 )(l + a22 )(l + a32 )
where dl is a dummy integration variables.
Morgan and Green proposed a model to find the dielectrophoretic force acting on a rod shaped particle (e.g., virus)
and the expression for calculating the DEP force is given
by [51]:


ε˜p − ε˜f
 R2 b
εf Re
∇ E 2 ,
(27)
FDEP =
3
ε˜f
where R and b are the radius and half-length of the rod, respectively. Although multishell model are well-accepted representation of complex biological particles, numerical simulations are generally performed with equivalent electric properties [52]. Consideration of heterogeneous multishell instead
of an equivalent single homogenous particle may increase
the accuracy of DEP force calculation in numerical simulation. Moreover, in some cases, it is possible to use simplified
model for multishell-type cells. For example, if the cell membrane is highly insulating, the entire cell can be treated with
the cell membrane dielectric properties without losing much
accuracy in computational results.
All the aforementioned works assume that the particle
is sufficiently away from another particle and/or wall. In
the presence of another particle or in close proximity to a
wall/electrode, the induced electric field by the polarized particle is comparable to the applied electric field. The induced
electric field together with applied electric field may cause
nonhomogenous polarization of particle. In such a case, the
multipolar approximation [21, 53–55] is used to recreate the
electric potential around the particle.
Following Fig. 6 and Eq. (20), the generalized expression
for the force due to multipoles can be derived by expressing
the force of dipole, quadrupole, octupole, and so on, by simplifying with Taylor series expansion, and by neglecting the
higher orders at each step [56]:
1 ····
 (n) [·]n (∇)n E ,
FDEP =

n! p

(28)

····
where p (n) = n!q (dn dn−1 ......d2 d1 ) is the effective multipole
moment or induced tensor moment, and d1 , d2 , d3 ..... are
the vector distances for the dipole, quadrupole, octupole, and
so on. By comparing, the induced electrostatic potential due
to a particle in an approximately uniform electric field to the
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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(iii) configuration of mesh especially for the solid domain.

Figure 6. Examples of general multipoles from a point charge
with vector distances of d1 , d2 , d3 for the dipole, quadrupole, and
octupole, respectively [55]. Dipole approximation is a simplified
case of multipolar approximation.

We categorize the existing numerical methods as follows: (i) effective moment Stokes-drag method, (ii) arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method, (iii) immersed EK
method, (iv) unified finite volume method, and (v) hybrid
immersed boundary-immersed interface method. The first
method does not consider the presence of the particle while
solving the flow field and electric field, whereas the last four
methods consider the presence of particle in solving the flow
and electric field.

2.2.1 Effective moment Stokes-drag method
induced potential of a physical multipole, the induced tensor
moment of order n, can be expressed as [56]:
4ε f R2n+1
····
n
n−1 
 (n)
p = (2n − 1)!! ( f CM (∇) E ,

(29)

where (2n − 1)!! ≡ (2n − 1).(2n − 3).......5.3.1 and (∇ )n−1 E
represents (n − 1) del operation performed on the vector
εp −εf
field, and ( f CM )n ≡ [nε +(n+1)ε
] is the generalized Clausius–
p

f

Mossotti factor in this case. Vector expression for nth multipolar contribution can be given by [56]:
FDEP =

2n+1

4εf R
( f CM )n (∇ )n−1 E [·]n (∇ )n E ,
(n − 1)!(2n − 1)!!

(30)

where dyadic operation [·]n means n dot multiplications.
The total dielectrophoretic force considering first three
multipolar terms can be expressed as [56]:

( f CM )2 R2
3

∇ E · ∇ 2 E
FDEP = 4ε f R ( f CM )1 E · ∇ E +
3

( f CM )3 R4 2
3
∇ E · ∇ E + · · · · · · · · · · · · ,
+
(31)
30
where the first term is the dipolar force, second term is
quadrapole force, and so on.
Dielectrophoretic forces for several nonspherical particles have been developed with multipoles approximation.
Green and Jones [28] provided a method for determining
the linear multipoles (up to ninth-order) for a range of particle shapes, including ellipsoids, truncated cylinders, and
erythrocytes.

2.2 Numerical models and methods
There are several models and numerical methods found in
the literature for dielectrophoretic particle separation. The
distinctness among various methods comes from the consideration of the following factors:
(i) presence of particles in the computational domain in
solving flow and electric field;
(ii) coupling between fluid and solid domain for information
transfer;
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Effective moment Stokes-drag method is an extensively used
technique because of its simplicity [57–67]. It is based on the
assumption that the presence of the particle does not affect
the flow and electric field around the particle, significantly.
Therefore, the presence of the particle is not considered in
solving for flow and electric field. In other words, this simplified model assumes ⍀ = ⍀f and ⍀p = 0 (see Fig. 3). In this
case, the generalized electric field Eq. (1) is reduced to:
˜ = 0.
∇ · (ε˜f ∇ )

(32)

In this method, the dielectrophoretic force can be calculated from the simplified model presented in Section 2.1.2.2,
in which the electric field is obtained from the solution of
Eq. (32) with appropriate boundary conditions. Moreover, a
one-way coupling between particle and fluid is assumed because the particles are small compared to the separation device and presence of particles does not affect the overall fluid
flow. In other words, the motion of the particles is affected by
the fluid flow, but the particle motion does not influence the
fluid flow. Also, in DEP-based microscale separation device
the fluid flow is creeping in nature with very low Reynolds
number. Thus, the governing equations for fluid flow can
be simplified to Stokes equation without any particle as
[34, 68]:
0 = −∇ P + ⌬ u
∇ · u = 0 in ⍀.

in ⍀,

(33a)
(33b)

Once the fluid flow field is known, the effect of fluid
on the particle is considered as hydrodynamic force on the
particle and calculated with Stokes-drag approximation. For
a spherical particle, the drag force can be expressed as [68]:
Fd = 6R up − uf ,

(34)

where  is the fluid viscosity, uf is the fluid velocity, up is the
particle velocity, and R is the particle radius. Similar expressions are also available in literature [31, 69–71] for other ideal
shaped particles.
Using the expressions for hydrodynamic and dielectrophoretic forces, the transient motion of a rigid particle
(presented in Eq. (9)) can be rewritten as:
mp

d up
= Fd + FDEP
dt

in ⍀p ,

(35)
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a size-based microparticles separation device, and used the
effective moment Stokes-drag method to simulate the separations and trajectories of polystyrene beads in that device.
Figure 8 shows the separation of two different-sized particles in their proposed device and the comparison of particle
trajectories from simulation and experiment.

2.2.2 ALE method

Figure 7. Computational algorithm for generic effective moment
Stokes-drag method.

where mp is the mass of particle, Fd and FDEP are the total
hydrodynamic and dielectrophoretic force acting on the particle. Note that, in Eq. (35) the solid stress tensor term has
been neglected due to the rigid particle. Figure 7 shows the
algorithm used in an effective moment Stokes-drag model
for a spherical particle.
Generally the effective moment Stokes-drag method is
widely used to support experimental works [72–75]. Morgan
et al. [76] demonstrated that tobacco mosaic virus and herpes
simplex virus can be manipulated and spatially separated in a
polynomial microelectrode array. They modeled tobacco mosaic virus as a rod-shaped particle and herpes simplex virus
as a single-shell spherical particle. Kang et al. [77] developed

ALE is a conventional method to simulate the
dielectrophoretic-based particle separation problem considering the presence of the particle in solving the flow
and electric field. In ALE a two-way solid-fluid coupling is
used. This method is developed based on the body-fitted
unstructured grid to represent particle and fluid domain
separately. In this technique, flow and electric fields are
solved separately in two domains and the interface conditions
are matched iteratively to get the solution. Since body-fitted
grid is used, ALE method can capture the physics very well
close to the particle–fluid interface.
Here, the generalized governing equations presented in
Section 2.1.1 are used to solve the fluid and electric fields.
The flow field, electric field, and particle motion are solved
simultaneously. An iterative algorithm is used to maintain
the particle–fluid interface conditions (Eq. (7)) and a moving
mesh scheme is used to update the interface. In moving
mesh scheme, the level of mesh deformation due to particle
updating is checked at every step. If the level of deformation
is higher than the specified value, the calculation domain is
remeshed, and the flow and electric fields values are projected
from the deformed mesh to the new mesh.

Figure 8. Separation of 5.7 and 15.7 m particles. Particles trajectories with and without applied electric field are recorded in both
experiment and simulation. (A) Superposed particle trajectories in actual device. Four electrodes are inserted at the four ends of the four
branches: A, B, C, and D. Applied voltages at different electrodes are A = 54 V, B = 244 V, C = 502 V, D = 0 V. (B) Comparison of the
simulation results and the experimental data (reproduced from [77] with permission from Wiley-VCH).
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Figure 9. (A) Schematic view of a circular particle of radius a in an L-shaped microchannel. An external electric field is applied between
the inlet and outlet of the channel. (B) Electric field distribution (10 KV/m in average) and streamlines within the L-shaped channel in the
presence of a particle. The arrow denotes the direction of the DC dielectrophoretic force exerting on the particle. (C) Trajectories of the
4 m (solid line), 10 m (dashed line), and 15 m (dash-dotted line) in diameter particles through the microchannel under an electric field
of 20 KV/m. The particle is initially located at h1 /b = 0.26 in the upstream (reprinted with permission from [78], copyright (2009) American
Chemical Society).

Ai et al. [78] used the ALE model to simulate the particle trajectory for applied DC electric potential through an Lshaped channel using commercial software COMSOL. They
studied the trajectories of three different sized polystyrene
particles through a microchannel as shown in Fig. 9A. Figure 9B indicates that in the L-shaped channel, the most
nonuniform distribution of the electric field occurs at the corner section in the presence of a particle, resulting in a negative
dielectrophoretic force pointing from the higher electric field
region at the inner corner to the lower electric field region at
the outer corner. Therefore, when a particle travels close to
the inner corner, it will deviate from its original trajectory.
This DEP-induced particle trajectory shift can be used to separate particles by size. Figure 9C shows that 4 m particle
can be separated from 10 and 15 m particles. Both 10 and
15 m particles recover to almost the same location at the
outlet due to the repulsive DEP force originated from interactions between the channel wall in the downstream and the
particle. The geometry of the bend can be adjusted to separate
the 10 and 15 m particles.
The ALE method used in this study requires mesh regeneration when grid becomes distorted. Though this method
provides a reasonably accurate solution, moving mesh and
mesh regeneration increases the computational cost and
memory requirements significantly. This method is particularly prohibitive for multiple particles in the computational
domain, and it is not recommended for multiple particles.

mesh generation is greatly simplified, and remeshing is not
necessary in this method. This feature makes this method
more attractive over the traditional ALE method.
The fluid variables are depicted in the Eulerian coordinate; whereas the solid variables are represented in the
Lagrangian coordinate. The fixed background mesh with
nonconforming particle-fluid interface does provide faster
and computationally cheaper method for simulating dielectrophoretic based particle separation. Liu et al. [79, 80] introduced immersed finite element method to simulate dielectrophoretic based separation device. Both fluid and solid domains are modeled with the finite element methods independently with their respective grids. Generally the nodal points
of the background fluid mesh and solid mesh do not coincide.
In order to transfer the variables between the nodal points of
solid and fluid domain, interpolation functions are used. In
immersed finite element method, the coupling between the
fluid and the solid consists of two parts: the interpolation
of the fluid domain velocity onto the particle domain velocity, and the distribution of the solid domain force onto the
equivalent fluid domain force. The distribution of the forces is
implemented with the standard finite element shape function
or the Dirac-delta function approximated by the reproducing
kernel particle function (RKPM) [81].
The governing equations presented in Section 2.1.1 are
modified to adapt the concept of the immersed finite element
method, especially for the background Eulerian domain. The
electric potential distribution is modified from Eq. (1) to be
˜ + Q = 0 in ⍀,
∇ · (ε˜f ∇ )

(36)

2.2.3 Immersed EK finite element method
Like ALE method, separate computational domain is considered for solid and fluid domain in immersed finite element method. However, in this case, a Lagrangian solid mesh
moves on the top of a background Eulerian fluid mesh that
spans over the entire computational domain. Therefore, the
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Q=

0

in ⍀f

∇ · (ε˜p − ε˜f )∇ ˜

in ⍀p

.

(37)

The governing equations for the background Eulerian
domain (⍀) has been modified by adding extra force, called
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the solid–fluid interaction force to make it applicable for both
solid and fluid.


∂ u
(38)
+ (
u · ∇)
u = ∇ · ⌸ f + fDEP + fFSI in ⍀,

∂t

Table 1. Various properties of the three viruses used in the virus
separation and detection (reproduced from [79] with
permission from Wiley-VCH)

where fDEP = ∇ · ⌸ M and ⌸ M is the time average MST. The
divergence of MST is zero in fluid domain and nonzero in
solid domain. The solid–fluid interaction force, fFSI , can be
expressed as:
⎧
d u
⎨
+ ∇ · ⌸p − ⌸f
in ⍀p
− p − f
,
(39)
fFSI =
dt
⎩
0
in ⍀f

Size (nm)

where fFSI in the particle domain needs to be calculated in Lagrangian coordinate. ⌸ p is zero for rigid particle and nonzero
for deforming particle. For a viscoelastic particle, the expression of ⌸ p can be found in [82].
An outline of the IEFEM algorithm with semiexplicit
time integration is illustrated below as follows:
(i) start with the particle configuration and the fluid velocity;
(ii) evaluate the nodal interaction forces fFSI + fDEP for particle domain;
(iii) distribute the nodal interaction force from the particle
domain onto the background mesh using the delta function;
(iv) solve for the fluid velocities and the pressure implicitly
using Eq. (38);
(v) interpolate the velocities in the background fluid domain
onto the nodal points of particle domain; and
(vi) update the positions of the particle, and go back to step
(i).
Liu et al. [79] studied the separation of the three different
viruses: Inovirus, influenza, and bacteriophage P22 in AC
DEP using the immersed EK finite element method. The

Inovirus

Influenza

Bacteriophage P22

200 (length) 100 (diameter) 65 (length)
20 (diameter)
70
3
30
Permittivity (0 )
Conductivity (mS/m) 8
80
3

physical and electrical properties of those viruses are given in
the Table 1.
In AC DEP, the motion of particles depends on the dielectric properties of the particles and the medium as well as
the applied electric voltage and frequency. Due to the variation of dielectric properties of these viruses, they experience
different types (positive or negative) of forces at different frequencies as shown in Fig. 10. Initially the three viruses are
considered at the same height of 0.2 m above the electrode
surface. When an AC field of 5 MHz is applied, the Inovirus
and the bacteriophage are under the influence of nDEP, while
the influenza virus experiences pDEP. Finally, only influenza
virus gets trapped exactly in the gap between electrodes and
the other two viruses move out of the chamber with the fluid
flow [79].

2.2.4 Unified finite volume method
Similar to the immersed EK finite element method, the finite
volume method uses solid mesh which moves on the top of
a background fluid mesh which spans over the entire computational domain. This method was originally developed by
Hsu et al. [83] for motion of the rigid particle. Later, Jubery
et al. [52] developed a faster algorithm for this method and
named it as the unified finite volume method to study the

Figure 10. (Left) The frequency-dependent polarization factor of three viruses, (right) locations of the viruses at several time intervals
(reproduced from [79] with permission from Wiley-VCH).
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separation behavior of infected RBCs from the uninfected
ones.
The governing equations presented in Section 2.1.1 are
modified to adapt the concept of the unified finite volume
method for the background mesh. In the modified governing equation for velocity field, the interior of the particle is
assumed to be filled with the fluid. A pseudo-body force is
introduced over the particle’s inner domain to make the fictitious fluid satisfy the rigid body motion. Using distributed
Lagrange multiplier method [84, 85], the pseudo body force
is implemented with rigidity constraint. Thus, the motion
for the whole domain (⍀) can be expressed with following
unified equations:



∂ u
 u)
+ (
u · ∇)
∂t



= −∇ p + ∇ 2 u + dh ( fDEP + fps ) in ⍀,

(40)

∇ · u = 0 in ⍀,

(41)

∇ · D[
u] = 0 in ⍀p ,

(42)

D[
u] · n = 0 in ⌫ p ,

(43)

 = (1 − dh ) f + dh  p ,

(44)

where  p is the particle density. The electric potential distribution can be expressed as:
∇ · (ε∇
˜ )
˜ = 0 in ⍀.

(45)

For unified domain, ε˜ is the complex permittivity that
is given as ε˜ = dh · ε˜p + (1 − dh ) · ε˜f . Due to the assumption
of particle being rigid, the dielectric force experienced by the
whole particle is distributed uniformly on the particle domain
and is given by:

∇ · ⌸ M d∀
⍀p

in ⍀p ,
(46)
fDEP =
d∀
⍀p
where d∀ is the volume of particle and ⌸ M is the time averaged
MST.
The following algorithm was implemented by Jubery and
Dutta [52] in the unified finite volume method to simulate
DEP-based separation device:
(a) Find indicator function dh in the entire domain (⍀) by
calculating the volume fraction occupied by the solid
particle in each control volume.
(b) Calculate the DEP force term on particle using Eq. (46).

C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

(c) Solve for the motion of entire domain (fluid and solid)
using two steps:
(i) Solve for the velocity (uˆ ) and pressure ( P̂) from
Eqs. (40) and (41) without pseudo force on the righthand side of the equations, that is, considering all
the domain is fluid.
(ii) Satisfy the rigidity constraint in Eqs. (40) (only considering fps on the right-hand side of the equation),
(42), and (43), by using a noniterative method called
rigid body motion that was developed by Sharma
and Patankar [84].
(iii) Interpolate the solid-fluid interface velocity.
(d) Using a small time step, update the particle position and
using indicator function replace the background fluid
velocity at the updated location by the particle velocity
found in step (c).
(e) Repeat steps (c) and (d) until the difference between
particle velocities at two consecutive steps are within the
specified limit.
(f)

where  is the unified domain density, D[
u] is the rate of strain
tensor that is related to velocity by D[
u] = 12 ∇ u + (∇ u)T .
fDEP is the equivalent body force per unit volume experienced by the solid due to the applied electric field, fps is the
pseudo force due to rigidity constraint, and dh is the indicator
function. The value of dh is 1 in the solid domain and 0 in the
fluid domain. Thus, the expression of density for the unified
domain can be given as:

701

Update particle position with larger time step and repeat
steps (a) to (f).

Jubery and Dutta [86] implemented this method for developing a new microdevice to improve the efficiency of continuous separation of biological particles using AC DEP. The
efficiency of separation is improved by implementing dielectrophoretic forces on particles in both transverse and vertical
directions. RBCs and infected RBCs are considered as the
sample cells in designing the microdevice. Different types
of electrode configurations are used to achieve effective DEP
force on the cells. A hybrid configuration consisting of a set
of trapezoidal electrodes and a set of truncated trapezoidal
electrodes was promising in increasing the interparticle distance without any trapping on the electrode or channel wall.
Figure 11 shows their proposed device and electrode configurations, and separation between RBC and plasmodium
falciparum infected RBC in their proposed device.
2.2.5 Hybrid immersed boundary–immersed interface
method
This method is a smart integration of the two well-known
interface resolve techniques: immersed boundary [87] and
immersed interface [88]. In this hybrid method, the electric
potential is obtained by solving the electrostatic equation using the immersed interface method with a fast algorithm,
while the immersed boundary method is used to solve the
viscous fluid flow. Like unified finite volume method, the dielectrophoretic forces are computed from MST. This hybrid
method is capable of capturing the dielectrophoretic forces
due to inherent nonuniformity in the applied electric field
as well as local nonuniformity of the electric field due to the
presence of particles or channel walls. Like immersed EK finite element and unified finite volume methods, the general
governing equations are modified for this hybrid numerical
model.
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Figure 11. (A) Schematic of dielectrophoretic based separation device. The device has two inlets: inlet A and inlet B, and two outlets:
outlet C and outlet D. Heights of inlet A and inlet B are 20 m and 40 m, respectively. A mixture of cells is introduced through inlet A and
buffer is introduced through inlet B. The bulk fluid flow velocity through these inlets is 200 m/s. The heights of outlet C and D are 20 and
40 m, respectively. (B) The detail of the electrode region, and (C) trajectories of infected and uninfected RBCs through the separation
device with hybrid electrodes. The particles are considered simultaneously in the domain. RBCs and infected RBCs were initially at the
same y = 25 m and z = 20 m, but at different axial location (x = 40 and 10, respectively). The applied electric potential difference
between a pair of electrodes is 10 Vpp (reproduced from [86] with permission from Wiley-VCH).

2.2.5.1 Calculation of electric field using immersed
interface method
The alternating electric potential and field distribution
are obtained by solving Eq. (1) in a fluid domain with
suspended cells/particles. To avoid the complex variable formulation, Hossan et al. developed a method by splitting the
governing equation and the associated boundary and interface conditions into two sets of equations [89]. With the knowledge of alternating potential distribution, the electric field distribution can be readily obtained using Eq. (4) and MST based
dielectrophoretic force (per unit volume) as follows [89]:

 2

 2

∂r
∂ r
∂i
∂ i
1
˜
+
em ,
f DEP = Re(ε)
2
∂ xm ∂ xn ∂ xn
∂ xm ∂ xn ∂ xn

tion in Eulerian variables, ␦(
x) is the 2D Dirac delta function
used to establish communication between Lagrangian and
Eulerian variables.
The force field felastic (s , t) can be derived from hydrodynamic stretching of the particle boundaries. Hydrodynamic
stretching of immersed boundaries generates elastic forces
due to the elastic deformation of the particle body. In this
study, each immersed point on a boundary is considered
to be connected with all the other immersed points on that
particular particle boundary through elastic links as shown in
qd
Fig. 12A. The elastic force contribution felastic of an immersed

boundary point, X q , due to elastic links with the immersed
boundary point X d was obtained using Hook’s law as follows:

(47)
where em is the unit vector, m is the coordinate, and n is
the repeating coordinate direction. This direct calculation of
the DEP force density (Eq. (47)) from the electric potential
distribution avoids back and forth interpolations. Thus, this
approach eliminates any special treatment to capture correct
physics due to rotations of the particle or deformations because of dielectrophoretic stretching or compression on the
particle surface.
2.2.5.2 Flow field calculation using immersed
boundary method
Immersed boundary method is employed to study hydrodynamic effects and particle transport in microdevice. In this
method, the contributions of particles are represented in the
fluid domain by a force field, fIB :

 , t)]ds .
fIB (
x, t) =
x − X(s
(48)
felastic (s , t)␦[

qd
felastic = S



qd
X q − X d − s 0
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(49)

qd

where s 0 is the resting length between immersed boundary
points X q and X d . The elastic force at X d due to the elastic
dq
qd
link to X q is given by felastic = − felastic . The total elastic force
contribution for the immersed boundary point X q is given by
nb qd
q
felastic , where d = 1, 2, . . . , Np and d = q . The
felastic = r =1
Lagrangian elastic forces were interpolated to the Eulerian
grid using Eq. (48).
To include the force due to the deformation of the cells,
the Navier–Stokes equation is modified as:


∂ u
+ u · ∇ u = −∇ p + ∇ 2 u + fIB + fDEP .
(50)

∂t
Finally, the velocity of the particle was obtained by advecting the immersed boundary at the local fluid velocity:

⌫

 , t) is a parameterization of immersed boundary
Here X(s
⌫ p (t), s is a Lagrangian parameter, x = (x, y) is spatial posi-

 X − X
q
d
,
X q − X d

∂ 
 , t), t] =
X(s , t) = u[ X(s
∂t


⍀

 , t)]d x.
u(
x, t)␦[
x − X(s

(51)
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3 Experimental
Although DEP concept discovered by H. A. Pohl dates back
to the 1950s, it has recently been revived due to its ability to
characterize bioparticles, including cells and its components,
micro- and nanoparticles, etc. [90–95]. DEP offers many distinct advantages as a tool for diagnostic applications. For example, DEP can be used to (i) monitor cell viability changes
including morphology and internal structure, (ii) isolate viable cells with minimal or no damage, (iii) sort cells to high
specificity without any biochemical labeling or modification,
and (iv) process samples at high cell-sorting rates comparable
to fluorescence activated cell sorting [96].
DEP has been used to distinguish viable from nonviable
cells [94], bacteria [94, 97–99], malaria-infected cells [92, 100],
leukocytes from RBCs [101–103], yeast cells [104], virus [105],
DNA [106, 107], and proteins [108]. It has also been used to
separate or characterize several nonbiological particles, such
as polystyrene particles [109–113] and colloids [114,115]. Currently, DEP has been able to separate one tumor cell in a
mixture of 105 normal healthy cells [66,116]. The approach of
dielectrophoretic sorting could also be applied as an adjunct
to conventional methods, such as the molecular PCR, to yield
overall improved discrimination, speed, and efficiency for diagnostic and cell-separation applications. In this section, separation of particles of different sizes and composition (bacteria, virus, mammalian cells, and polystyrene particles) using
different types of DEP (AC DEP, DC DEP, and AC/DC DEP)
has been discussed.
3.1 AC DEP

Figure 12. (A) Illustration of elastic links of an immersed boundary point “q” to the rest of the immersed boundary points “d”
[d  q] of an embedded particle boundary in the immersed
interface-immersed boundary method [89]. (B) Computational
domain for two particle assembly where particles (10 m diameter) are initially 22 m apart from each other with an orientation angle of . (C) Transient particle assembly process using DC
DEP [27].

Recently Dutta and his colleagues introduced the hybrid
immersed boundary and immersed interface method to study
DEP of microparticles in both AC [89] and DC [27] electric
fields. Figure 12C shows transient results during the particle
interaction in DC electric field for the initial particle configuration shown in Fig. 12B.
A brief overview of all numerical methods is presented in
Table 2. While all aforementioned numerical methods have
advantages and disadvantages, readers are recommended to
use their judgment before adopting any of them for their
research problems based on particle size, number of particles,
device size, electric field configuration, applied flow field, etc.
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AC DEP is a classical DEP technique that utilizes metal electrodes to create nonuniform electric fields. It has been used
to manipulate different particles of different sizes. Here,
we briefly discuss some of the particles separated using
this classical technique. This section is further subdivided
into smaller sections based on the type of particles being
manipulated.
3.1.1 Colloidal and inert polystyrene microparticles
A study by Yunus et al. demonstrated the separation of colloidal particles of 2-, 1-m, and 500 nm in a V-shaped electrode array [114]. This design uses nDEP, which ensures the
particles to be deflected away from the electrode and channel
surfaces, thus preventing adhesion and clogging of cells. Another design utilized 3D conducting Ag-PDMS composites as
sidewall electrodes to sort larger polystyrene microspheres of
5, 10, and 15 m as shown in Fig. 13 [117].
To continuously sort particles, two different key mechanisms were used (i) hydrodynamic focusing to keep the particles in close proximity toward the sidewall where the dielectrophoretic force is the maximum, and (ii) dielectrophoretic
forcing induced by the 3D composite structures on the sidewall. Larger particles experiencing greater DEP force move
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Table 2. Comparison of various numerical methods used for dielectrophoretic separation of bioparticles

Numerical scheme

Mathematical model
DEP force field

Advantages
Flow field/hydrodynamic
force

Disadvantages

Particle
motion

Uses one-way coupling
Is very fast in terms of
Explicitly
Uses Navier–Stokes
between particle and
computational time.
updates the
equations without
fluid, that is, not
Can be implemented
particle
considering the effect
suitable for cases when
easily for guess
position
of particle in the flow
particle and domain
estimate of particles
field. Uses Stokes-drag
size are comparable. Is
approximation to
only applicable to rigid
calculate the
particle
hydrodynamic body
force
ALE method
Calculates electric field
Uses modified
Implicitly
Uses two-way solid–fluid Requires mesh
with the presence of
Navier–Stokes
updates the
coupling and can
regeneration that
particle in the domain.
equations considering
particle
capture physics very
increases
Uses MST method
the effect of particle in
position,
close to the
computational cost.
(Eq. (15)) to calculate
the fluid domain
that is, both
particle–fluid interface
Uses body-fitted mesh
DEP force
particle and
that also increases
fluid
computational cost.
Not recommended due
to high computational
cost and inflexibility
Immersed EK finite
Computes electric field in Uses modified
Explicitly
Uses two-way solid–fluid Is very cumbersome and
element method
the presence of particle
Navier–Stokes
updates the
coupling; does not
challenging to
in the domain. Uses
equations (Eq. (38))
particle
require mesh
implement. Can be
MST method (Eq. (15))
considering the effect
position
regeneration that
useful only in finite
to calculate DEP force
of particle in the fluid
reduces computational
element-based
domain
cost. Can be applied
technique
easily to
rigid/deformable
particle
Uses two-way solid–fluid Cannot capture physics
Explicitly
Unified finite volume Same as immersed EK
Uses modified
coupling, does not
very well close to the
updates the
method
finite element method
Navier–Stokes
require mesh
particle–fluid interface
particle
equations
regeneration, and can
due to volume fraction
position
(Eqs. (40)–(43))
be easily adaptable to
technique to represent
considering the effect
any geometry due to
solid–fluid interface. Is
of particle in the fluid
simple volume fraction
only applicable to rigid
domain
technique
particle
Calculates electric field in Uses modified
Hybrid immersed
Explicitly
Uses two-way solid–fluid Is only first order
presence of particle in
Navier–Stokes
boundary–
updates
coupling, does not
accurate close to the
immersed interface
the domain. Uses MST
equations (Eq. (50)
particle
require mesh
particle boundary
method
method (Eq. (47)) to
considering the effect
position by
regeneration, can be
calculate DEP force
of particle in the fluid
advecting
applied to rigid and
domain
the
deformable particles,
immersed
and well suited for
boundary of
multiple particles
particles

Effective moment
Stokes-drag
method

Calculates electric field
without particle in the
domain. Uses point
dipole/multipole
method (Eq. (19) or
Eq. (28)) to calculate
DEP force

toward the upper branch, whereas the smaller particles move
toward the lower branch thus yielding in separation of the particles at 1 MHz and 50–55 V AC electric conditions. The use of
embedded electrodes in PDMS channel allows for easier sealing of device via plasma–oxygen treatment. The electrodes on
the sidewall enhance the DEP working range over the entire
channel.
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3.1.2 Bacteria, yeast, and virus
Zhu et al. group studied the separation of live, dead, and
dormant Mycobacterim smegmatis bacterial cells in an interdigitated castellated electrode design [98]. Mycobacterim smegmatis is used as nonpathogenic relative of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. Mycobacterim tuberculosis can remain dormant
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Figure 13. (A) PDMS microdevice with 3D sidewall composite
electrodes. (B) Separation mechanism in the fabricated microdevice (reproduced from [117] with permission from Wiley-VCH).

for extended period, making the treatment of disease difficult. These bacterial cells have different morphological and
physiological properties at different physiological states,
which can be used to separate such cells via DEP. Experimentally, cell conductivity was determined and it was found
that the dead cells had the highest conductivity, whereas
the active cells had the lowest conductivity. Active and dormant cells were separated at 20 Vpp , 120 kHz frequency, and
2 S/cm medium conductivity. Active cells were attracted
toward the electrode tip due to pDEP, whereas the dormant
cells were pushed on to the top of the electrode surface by
nDEP. Dead and dormant cells were separated at 20 Vpp ,
80 kHz frequency, and 900 S/cm medium conductivity.
The dormant cells formed aggregates in between the electrode region (nDEP), whereas the dead cells remained in the
chamber due to pDEP [98]. These results could be applied to
sort M. tuberculosis since the dormant cells are smaller than
the active cells and they have a different cell wall compared
to the active state.

3.1.3 Biological cells, DNA, and proteins
Pancreatic islets were isolated that could be transplanted to
control blood glucose in human type 1 diabetic patients.
These islets were spherically aggregated into sizes ranging between 50 and 250 m and were manipulated using
quadrapole electrodes at 50 Vpp and 1 MHz [118]. Two types
of cancer cell lines were also separated using DEP at 9 Vpp and
3.2 MHz [119]. This label-free technique utilized the concept
of crossover frequency to determine the frequency at which
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Figure 14. Operating principle of isolation of HeLa cells using DEP
in a stepping electric field (reproduced from [120] with permission
R
from Springer
).

both cells could be separated. These enriched target cells can
be further cultured for testing and analysis.
Cervical carcinoma cells (HeLa) were also separated from
peripheral blood cells using AC stepping electric fields [120].
Circular microelectrodes (Fig. 14) at 1 MHz created the necessary conditions for separation of the two cells. An electric
field is applied to the two adjacent circular electrodes creating high-field density region that is shifted to the next pair
of microelectrodes through relays, thus, creating a stepping
electric field [120]. First, an outward stepping voltage is generated to push both cells to the circumferential electrodes.
A second low voltage is applied inwards from the outermost
electrode to the center to isolate the HeLa cells as shown in
Fig. 14. HeLa cells move faster toward the central microelectrode compared to the blood cells due to the shrinking of
high-field density region gradually toward the center, thus
yielding in separation of HeLa cells [120].
Combined multiorifice flow fractionation with AC DEP is
another interesting technique to separate MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines from blood cells (RBC and white blood cell) [121].
The flow mechanism is shown in Fig. 15. The cells were first
subjected to hydrodynamic separation that made the cells focus into particular streamlines at a Reynolds number of 70.
Once the cells were focused, they entered DEP separation
zone where 10 Vpp and 2 MHz was applied. At this electric condition all the cells moved toward the electrode and
were focused on the wall side. To separate the cells, a 10 Vpp ,
900 kHz AC was applied that attracted only MCF-7 cells toward the electrode while all the other cells exited out of the
device.
A 162-fold increase in the enrichment of MCF-7 cells
with ⬎94% separation efficiency of blood cells was observed.
MDA-231 breast cancer cell lines were also separated from
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 16. AC DEP of positive ABO blood types with perpendicular electrodes placed in the channel (black blocks up and down).
The images are obtained under 250 Vpp /cm, 1 MHz, and at the
end of experimental run (120 s). Chain formation of RBCs is seen
and the cells move away from the high electric field density region (bottom electrode) in case of all positive blood types but the
degree of movement changes with each blood type (reproduced
from [126] with permission from Wiley-VCH).
Figure 15. (A) AC DEP technique combined with multiple-orifice
flow fractionation for separation of tumor cells from blood cells.
(B) A fabricated microdevice (reproduced from [121] with permission from RSC publications).

blood cells using interdigitated comb, such as electrode design [122]. This electrode design was chosen to enhance corner phenomena where the electric field and charge accumulation increases. Different ratios of MDA-231 to the normal
blood cells were chosen for experiments (1:104 ; 1:105 ; 1:106 ).
Maximum field strength is observed at the tip of electrodes.
A total of 20 Vpp and 10 kHz AC condition was applied to
the first pair of electrode that created repulsion of both type
of cells due to nDEP. A second function generator provided
20 Vpp (peak-to-peak voltage) and 35 kHz frequency for the
second pair of electrode that created weak pDEP forces on
MDA-231 cells while maintaining nDEP forces on the normal cells. In a short time interval (few minutes), the MDA-231
cells were separated with 96% efficiency. This device could
be used in a 3D configuration of stacked channels to increase
the capacity of separation [122].
Another application of classical DEP was in the separation of colorectal cancer cell lines (HCT116) from human
embryonic kidney 293 (HEK 293) cells and Escherichia coli
cells [123]. These cancer cells experience nDEP force in the
frequency ranges of 1 Hz to 6 MHz and 31–75 MHz, whereas
between 6 and 31 MHz, they are affected by pDEP force.
When an AC voltage of 16 Vpp and 100 kHz frequency is
applied on the electrodes, all the cancer cells are pushed toward the side channels due to nDEP, whereas the other cells
continue to move in the main channel. The measured enrichment factor increases at lower flow rate and higher voltages,
which provides a new tool for clinical diagnosis. Clones of
mouse melanoma cells (B16F10) that are 20 m in diameter and are malignant, differing only by the melanin content
were separated using interdigitated castellated electrode de
C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

sign [124]. At 5 Vpp and 300 kHz, clone 1 and 2 showed
opposite behavior, that is, clone 1 exhibited nDEP, whereas
clone 2 exhibited pDEP. At 200 and 400 kHz, both clones
exhibited nDEP and pDEP behavior, respectively. Melanin
content determines the metastatic potential and characterizing these cells could help in determining metastatic levels of
cancer.
Another recently designed microfluidic device
ApostreamTM have been adopted for several clinical
trial studies that separate viable cancer cells from blood
using interdigitated parallel electrodes. In this continuous
flow device the cancer cells are pulled toward the chamber
floor (high-field density region), whereas other cells were
repelled and were flown to the outlet [125]. Viability studies
were also conducted by culturing the cancer cells collected
from the microdevice. Comparable exponential growth was
observed for the cancer cells collected from the Apostream
device and control cells.
A microfluidic platform was developed for quantifying
the dependence of erythrocyte responses by ABO-Rh blood
type via classical DEP by Srivastava et al. [126]. Positive ABO
blood types (A+, B+, AB+, and O+) were tested and cell
responses quantified. The DEP response of each blood type
was observed in a microdevice, delivering an AC electric field
of 250 Vpp /cm at 1 MHz as shown in Fig. 16.
This work provides preliminary evidence that DEP responses are influenced by the expression of polysaccharide molecules (antigens) on the cell membrane surface,
which has ramifications for future studies of the dielectrophoretic behavior of other biological cells [126]. O+ was
distinguished at ⬎95% confidence, whereas all the four
positive blood types were distinguished with ⬎56% confidence [126]. Under AC field, chain formations of erythrocytes
were seen and chain length varied depending on the blood
type.
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 17. (A) DEP-based microfluidic device
showing circular obstacle geometry for separation of polystyrene particles. (B) Distribution of
electric field lines near the insulating obstacle
geometry necessary for DEP separation. (C) Different forces affecting the particles at the curvature (reproduced from [131] with permission
from Wiley-VCH).

3.2 DC DEP
A slight variation from the classical technique is the DC DEP
that uses embedded insulating obstacles in the channel of
different shapes to create nonuniformities. It is also known
as “iDEP” [106, 127, 128]. DC DEP offers continuous flow
systems and they can be operated with complex electrical signals [129]. DC insulator-based DEP (DC iDEP) depends on
cell and suspending medium properties along with the applied electric field [130]. The cell motion is influenced by EK
(combined EO and EP) and DEP forces [108]. In this section, we have briefly discussed the different types of particle
separation explored in the past. Again, this section is subdivided according to the particles separated.

were combined to selectively separate 1 and 4 m polystyrene
microspheres. Different field gradients are generated in the
two sections. The larger sized posts will generate greater field
gradients and therefore will have the highest dielectrophoretic
force on the particles. A 1000 V DC was applied to the main
channel for selective concentration of the particles. Both the
particles were under the influence of nDEP. However, the
4-m particles were trapped in the first section, whereas the
1-m particles were trapped in the second section [112]. A
300 V DC was applied to the side channels in the parallel
manner to collect the concentrated particles at the respective
exit channels.

3.2.2 Bacteria, yeast, and virus
3.2.1 Polystyrene microparticles
Various researchers have demonstrated the separation of
polystyrene particles. Since these particles are economical,
they are used to test the device before running expensive or
valuable particles of interest, such as mammalian cells. One
such study by Li et al. shows the separation of 10 and 15 m
polystyrene particles using semicircular insulating obstacle
geometry as shown in the Fig. 17 [131].
This device design avoids generation of strong nonuniform electric fields. By adjusting the inlet and outlet voltages
the particles could be driven toward particular outlet. In another study, three different sizes of polystyrene particles depicting the sizes of platelets (3 m), RBCs (6 m), and white
blood cells (10 m) were separated using rectangular obstacle
geometry by DEP [113]. Channel preference was observed for
larger particles (6 and 10 m) compared to the smaller particles (3 m) by just varying medium conductivity and electric
field conditions, achieving better separation efficiency.
Polystyrene microspheres were also selectively trapped,
separated, concentrated, and released using the same cylindrical posts along with lateral secondary channels as shown
in the Fig. 18 [112]. Two different cylindrical postarray sizes

C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

DC DEP has also been used to separate bacterial (E. Coli
Top10F) and yeast cells (Sacchromyces cerevisiae). A spherical
and prolate shell model were applied to predict the particle behavior, pathlines, and the strongest regions of dielectrophoretic behavior [132]. Modeling and experimental results showed that trapping regions grew with the applied
electric potential. Greater separations were achieved at 1000 V
DC condition and cell–cell interactions with pearl-chain formation were observed experimentally. Both cells exhibited
nDEP under 1000 V DC condition, but only yeast cells were
immobilized prior to the constriction region. Trapping condition range was lower for E. coli cells compared to the yeast
cells. This shows that dielectrophoretic behavior of cells can
be predicted based on modeling using the conductivity properties of the cells and the medium, which could provide better
guideline to design the microfluidic system [132].
Barbulovic-Nad et al. used an oil droplet as an insulating
obstacle to separate 1, 5.7 and 15.7 m carboxylate-modified
microspheres under electric fields ranging between 80 and
240 V/cm [133]. The greatest advantage of this oil droplet
obstacle was dynamic droplet size control, which is adaptable
to the separation requirements of various particles. Effects
based on droplet size, particle size, and electric field were
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 18. (A) Schematic of the microdevice containing two different sections (insulating posts of different sizes), (B) flow manifold
opening aligned with the channel reservoirs. By applying an electric DC potential of 1000 V between reservoirs 1 and 2, the EOF is
produced across the main channel and the results are shown (C) for the first section and (D) for the second section. (E) Flow across the
secondary channels is produced by applying two potentials of 300 V between reservoirs 3 and 4 and reservoirs 5 and 6 (reproduced
from [112] with permission from Wiley-VCH).

explored in this study. They were able to demonstrate that
separation was effective at very low field strength for particles
as small as 1 and 5.7 m. It was found that low applied
potential lowers the separation efficiency and the velocity of
the particles, which were the main drawbacks.

3.2.3 Biological cells, DNA, and proteins
Insulator DEP has also been used to distinguish all the eight
ABO-Rh human blood types [134]. A continuous flow microdevice was developed to study the DEP responses of all
eight blood types using DC electric field conditions. Experimental observations suggest that the DEP force experienced
by the erythrocytes is dependent on antigen expression. Statistical analysis was conducted to determine how distinguishable a single blood type was from the others. Results indicate

C 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

that under optimized conductivity and field conditions, certain blind blood samples could be sorted with low misclassification rates [134]. In a separate study, Kang et al. reported
the separation of human white blood cells and breast cancer
cell groups (MCF7) individually in rectangular and triangular insulating obstacle geometries, respectively, by applying a
DC electric field [135].
In another interesting study, IgG and BSA experienced
streaming DEP when a zwitterionic detergent was added to
the sample [136]. Both IgG and BSA experienced pDEP and
trapping initially. However, with the addition of detergent,
to prevent aggregation of proteins, both the proteins experienced pDEP along with streaming in the direction of flow
around the posts. Lower buffer conductivity resulted in higher
concentration factors. It was also shown that aggregation of
proteins influenced trapping behavior that was prevented by
adding a surfactant [136].
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Another variation of the DC DEP is the contactless DEP
(cDEP) or electrodeless EDP. In this technique, the electrodes
are placed far away from the samples such that they are not
in contact with the particles of interest. This technique reduces clogging and sample contamination [137]. cDEP has
been used to isolate prostrate tumor initiating cells (TICs)
from the non-TICs using 100 m circular insulating posts to
create field nonuniformities [138]. Aldehyde dehydrogenase,
a unique signature, was used as a marker to distinguish TICs
from non-TICs. TICs were experiencing pDEP, whereas nonTICs were experiencing nDEP, thus allowing separation of
these cells at 600 kHz. This technique is better compared
to the other flow cytometry techniques since it is label-free
and it can be used to isolate probable subpopulations of
cells at different voltages [138]. Leukemia cells (THP-1) were
also isolated from the RBCs in a cDEP microdevice having
sawtooth insulating obstacle geometry [139]. At frequencies
greater than 80 kHz, few cells experienced electroporation,
thus below 80 kHz and 234 Vrms were ideal for enrichment
of the THP-1 cells. At higher frequencies, both the type of
cells experienced nDEP, which drove both cell types to the
same region in the microdevice. However at frequencies between 20–70 kHz, THP-1 cells experienced pDEP, whereas
the RBCs experienced nDEP, which was observed based on
the crossover frequency. Thus an optimal frequency of 70 kHz
was utilized to capture and enrich the THP-1 cells [139].
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3.3.3 Biological cells, DNA, and proteins
More recently, Viefhues et al. studied the separation response
of parental plasmid, miniplasmid, and minicircle DNA in a
nanoslit insulating obstacle nanofluidic device. The purification of this minicircle DNA without labeling from other
components has a potential application in the production of
gene vaccines [141]. Initially, 4 V DC was applied for continuous flow parallel to the channel wall. Later, an AC voltage of
250 V at 350 Hz was switched on to achieve separation of the
components with a response time of 2 min. This technique
is significantly faster than the established affinity chromatography technique used currently [141].

3.4 DEP-FFF

Polystyrene particles of two different sizes, 5 and 10 m, were
separated in a continuous flow sorter microdevice adapting
both planar microelectrodes and channel constriction. Since
both particles experienced nDEP, the drag force was tuned to
separate these particles at 500 kHz and 10 Vpp [140].

Another variation of DEP technique is the recently developed DEP field flow fractionation (DEP-FFF) that utilizes levitation and gravitation forces for separating the particles of
interest [142]. A parabolic flow profile is generated in this
batch-mode microdevice. One application of this technique
has been used to separate circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNs) [143]. CTCs are
present in very low concentrations, usually 1 cell/mL of blood.
In a DEP-FFF chamber, PBMNs were levitated more from the
chamber floor compared to the tumor cells, thus separating
the tumor cells. This research lead to an important conclusion that all the tumor cells, independent of the origin, had
different dielectric properties compared to the healthy normal cells [143]. This DEP-FFF device processed 4 × 107
PBMNs (10 mL sample volume) in less than 1 h at 130 kHz
and 4 Vpp . Gascoyne et al. successfully demonstrated the separation of rare cells (MDA-435, MDA-231, MDA-468) from
cell mixtures containing up to 28 × 106 (PBMN) without the
expensive labeling procedures of cells [66]. First 2.8 Vpp and
60 kHz were applied to the electrodes that repelled the blood
cells away from the chamber floor and pulled the tumor cells
to the chamber floor. Once all the PBMN’s exited the main
channel, a 15 kHz frequency was applied. At this frequency,
the tumor cells were levitated from the chamber floor and
were rapidly repelled toward the outlet. Initially at 60 kHz,
tumor cells experienced pDEP and at 15 kHz, tumor cells
experienced nDEP thus allowing for rapid separation of the
tumor cells. Tumor cell separation efficiencies of ⬎90% were
achieved without the need of antibody tagging. The isolated
tumor cells were viable and could be cultured for further
analysis.

3.3.2 Bacteria, yeast, and virus

4 Concluding remarks

Live and dead yeast cells were sorted in a quadrapole electrode
array. Dead cells exhibited nDEP between 10 kHz and 1 MHz,
whereas live cells exhibited nDEP under 100 kHz. Yeast cells
were sorted at 60 Vpp and 200 kHz where dead cells experienced nDEP and live cells experienced pDEP [140].

This comprehensive review covers dielectrophoretic separation of bioparticles in microdevices. In the first part of the review, we particularly addressed the fundamental mechanism
and theory of DEP, while in the second part we reviewed important experimental works. Although DEP can be broadly

3.3 AC/DC DEP
This is a newer technique, a modification of direct current
DEP that utilizes both AC and DC electric conditions to
achieve separation. This technique allows for more controllability of EP and EO forces due to the DC component and
DEP is influenced by AC component. This section is further
divided based on the particles being sorted, that is, microparticles, submicron particles, and samples derived from humans.

3.3.1 Polystyrene microspheres
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divided into AC, DC, and combined AC/DC, depending
on the applied electric field, the general theory for these
techniques remains the same. In DEP-based separation device, the movement of particle is directed by the nonuniform electric field induced dielectrophoretic forces and induced/applied flow field around the particle. Thus, the pathline of the particle can be estimated by balancing the hydrodynamic drag forces and the dielectrophoretic forces. In
literature, there exist very few analytical solutions for prediction of particle motion during DEP due to complex interaction
between the flow and electric field. Thus, most of the DEPbased microdevice design is either guided by experimental
trial and error or by direct numerical simulation of coupled
flow and electric field problem.

4.1 Numerical
In the past, numerical technique is extensively used to design
the optimum microdevice for particle separation. The widely
used technique to simulate DEP is effective moment Stokesdrag method. This method is based on the assumptions that
presence of particle does not affect the flow and electric fields
around the particle. This simplified method is computationally efficient and suitable for device design where particle size
is very small compared to the electrode or device. However,
this method is not accurate if (i) the particles or cells are
near to an electrode and/or the spatial nonuniformity of the
electric field is very high, (ii) a particle is large compared to
the length scale of the device or computational domain, and
(iii) particles having complex geometries or are deformable.
Recently several numerical models have been proposed considering the presence of particles in the computational domain. These models can be broadly divided into body-fitted
and nonbody-fitted mesh method. Body-fitted mesh method
uses ALE formulation to capture the fluid–particle interaction. On the other hand, nonbody fitted mesh methods, such
as immersed EK method and unified finite volume method,
use separate nonconforming mesh for the particles, and interpolation functions are used to find the electric field, fluid
flow field, and forces on the particles. Recently, nonbodyfitted mesh methods are gaining popularity over body-fitted
mesh method due to the high computational cost requirement for moving mesh and mesh regeneration in body-fitted
mesh method. Among the nonbody-fitted mesh methods,
hybrid immersed boundary–immersed interface method is
most suitable in terms of boundary tracking of the particles. The unified finite volume method has a poor particle–
fluid interface/boundary tracking capability, but, this method
can easily be implemented to any arbitrary-shaped particles
simulation.
Although nonbody-fitted mesh methods are computationally efficient, only couples of particles (i.e., very low
particle density) are reported for numerical simulation. Significant improvements are required in terms of model formulation, algorithm development, and solver selection to make
those methods suitable for simulating hundreds of particles
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in the computational domain. Moreover, inclusion of other
EK techniques, such as electroosmosis and electrophoresis,
are required for design of actual dielectrophoretic separation
platform due to surface charge of particles and surrounding
liquid electrolytes.

4.2 Experimental
DEP is widely used to sort and trap cells of interest as demonstrated in the experimental research part. Since, DEP technique is based on the differences in both physiology of the cell
and its dielectric properties, it could potentially yield higher
separation efficiency and purity compared to the other methods that are based on cell size differences or electric charges
on the surface such as the EP technique. However, classical
AC DEP technique has some disadvantages associated with
it, such as fouling of the electrodes, Joule heating, cell viability issues due to the application of high voltages, etc. To
overcome these challenges, an approach that utilizes a combination of electric conditions, such as AC and DC or the
cDEP technique, would improve the performance of DEPbased separation technique. Another interesting new venture
would be to use a combination of field flow fractionation with
the DEP, which may also prove viable for improving the performance of such microdevices. For example, to improve the
device selectivity and efficiency, one may envision the use
of multimodule microfluidic system in which the first part
of the device concentrates and purifies the target cells (e.g.,
CTCs), while the second part of the device enables the selective capture or separation of the diseased cells from the
healthy cells. Such next generation microdevices would enhance the clinical relevance by achieving high throughput,
purity, and viability of the target cells.
Although DEP technology is been made available to wide
range of research areas during last decade, the unique power
of characterizing cellular entities based on polarizability is
just beginning to be explored in the area of disease diagnostics and regenerative medicine using stem cells. The extent of
distinguishing subtle differences between cells has yet to be
fully understood. However, the rewards for doing so would
provide a great opportunity to fully characterize subpopulations of the cell phenotypes, that would largely benefit the
medical community in providing early disease detection techniques and to explore a new area of regenerative medicine.
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Nos. CBET 1250107 and DMS
1317671.
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